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1. Social Background and Issues
Enormous ever-increasing

Network Evolution

connection points due to digitalization

with the digitalization of society

IoT devices will dramatically increase in

With the progress of digitalization, a society in

number as social and industrial digitalization

which all devices and services, and physical

evolves. It is estimated that devices will amount

space and cyberspace are connected will come.

to 40.3 billion in 2020, that was 24.1 billion in

In that future, data obtained in physical space

2016.* The number of IoT devices is forecasted

will be visualized in cyberspace, it will be

to keep increasing, and as a result, the number

analyzed by AI, and the results will be offered to

of connections between people and things will

people in the physical space. The network will

become enormous.

be essential to realize such services which will

The massive connection points created by
various combinations of people and things,

create a new value.
The network, being a base of new services,

things and things, people and events, etc. will

will

bring service connections to every field of the

connections among people, things and events,

society. Because of this, digital-driven services

and take a role to stream massive data.

and technologies will be deployed in various

accommodate

Furthermore,

the

enormous

network

is

points

also

of

now

fields, such as health tech in the health field,

required to take a critical role to connect right

retail tech in the logistics fields, fin tech in the

people and things with right information at the

financial

right timing. This means further evolvement of

field.

It

rapidly-progressing

is

expected

digitalization

that

wave

a
will

expand services that have never been realized
before and will create new value in many fields.
Unsurprisingly, barrier between physical space
and cyberspace will disappear. The concept of
"digital twin" that equates cyberspace with
physical space will be something ordinary in the
near future.

*Reference: Information and Communications in Japan
White Paper 2018
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the network is a necessity to achieve this role.

1. Social Background and Issues
More complex network
will increase the burden on operation
There have been various issues in legacy networks for optimized connections between enormous
connection points and massive data on demand. For example, if wireless connection is required to
collect IoT data in a factory, Wi-Fi will be used as general. The same Wi-Fi network is also used for
exchanging non-IoT data such as of production control and inventory across systems.
Although the data of production control and inventory should be prioritized, traffic from massive
IoT devices may occupy the Wi-Fi network and lead to latency in the production control data process.
Required performance may not be fully provided. In order to avoid such a case, optimization will be
necessary for connection routing, access connection, bandwidth secure, etc. according to data type
and network status.

Network operation effort will be required more and more to handle the big surge of connected
devices such as of IoT and more complex network usage patterns due to inter-system cooperation.
There are also issues in maintenance and security for stable operation.
"NEC Smart Connectivity" is the solution to resolve the issues in networking of digital ages and to
connect enormous data and connection points.

Fast-paced digitalization in society
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2. NEC Smart Connectivity Overview
Three requirements

infrastructure,

for an evolved network

authentication and granting of data usage, and

Over

the

advanced

years,

network

NEC

has

accumulated

technologies

and

has deployed them for enterprises and public
uses. More recently NEC has demonstrated, in
cooperation with partners, a remote control of

optimization,

mission-critical network.
Organizing the feedbacks and requests from

rich

expertise in the communication business, and

network

customers helps to clarify real needs for the
future network, which is generally categorized
into three; "tailored network", "easy-to-use
network varieties" and "simple data usage."

civil engineering machines, a traffic signage
system combining LTE (Long Term Evolution)

"NEC Smart Connectivity"

and Wi-Fi, and security services using LPWA

for judicious connections

(Low Power Wide Area).

"NEC Smart Connectivity" is the solution

Through those demonstrations, NEC collects
feedbacks

from

challenges

for

customers
technical

commercialization.

The

and

addresses

improvement
feedbacks

are,

brand which responds to such needs and
requests. With the spread of 5G and IoT, the

and

volume of data flowing through networks

for

continues to increase. It will become more

example, requests of civil engineering’s remote

complex.

control users for low latency and high-speed

The network itself possesses "intelligence"

radio communication in uplink that is 5G-specific

and assesses a connected party or a situation to

radio usage, because they need to understand

judiciously connect all data. Unconnected data

the field condition in real time. And there are also

is

requests that they want dedicated network of

Connectivity" will realize such concept to

low latency. On the other hand, for transport

"change network common sense."

signage systems, they require low-cost and
widely-covered connectivity combining LTE and
Wi-Fi to deliver contents to screens in each
train-car. There are also customers who want
safe and secured network, large-scale network
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connected

to

the

world.

"NEC

Smart

2. NEC Smart Connectivity Overview
"Three values"
to change network common sense
What is

network

common sense?

Until

recently, to make a route of data for network
and

services

designed

for

people’s

communication was the “common sense”. Of
course network to support communication
between people will be continuously necessary.
However, the wide spreading of IoT devices
will expand the role of network to connect
people,

things

and

events,

which

are

highlighting issues that cannot be resolved by
the general "common sense."

Network should not only be a pipe for data
traffic, but also it will need to be tailored for
enterprise or system/service-specific usage,
specification and requirement, simple to use
wide variety of access networks, and easy to
use by extracting necessary data from huge
amount of data.
To

realize

those

needs,

NEC

Smart

Connectivity offers three values; "Flexible ad
safe",

"simple

and

fast"

and

"the

right

information for the right people and things."

NEC Smart Connectivity value proposition
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3. Value Proposition - Value: 1 Flexible and Safe
people-to-people communication which is video

Flexible and safe connectivity
NEC

has

advantages

in

know-how

and

voice-oriented,

the

huge

nation-wide

accumulated in various industries for many

communication network is expected to handle

years,

wide

knowledge

obtained

from

variety

of

communication businesses, and successes of

technologies

building and provisioning large-scale network

things-to-people,

infrastructures.

AI-to-people communications.

Based on our experiences, we provide new

of

communications

5G

and

IoT,

using

such

things-to-AI,

as,
and

With flexibly using the technologies, NEC

network values to major markets such as

Smart

railways, civil engineering and local government.

communication between trains and central

General-purposed

network

meet

control offices, content delivery based on

industry-specific

and

business-particular

passenger data, and automatic remote control

does

not

Connectivity

will

enable

direct

huge

of trains with AI. In addition to realizing such a

railways,

suitable network for nation-wide deployment, it

temporary network in civil engineering fields or

will secure the infrastructure system with

secured network of local governments.

advanced security and monitoring solution that

specifications
nation-wide

and
radio

requirements
network

of

for

NEC Smart Connectivity offers a tailored
connectivity for each business and industry that

are crucial for a lifeline.
Furthermore, wide variety of data will be
exchanged

is "flexible and safe."

by

the

network

connecting

diversified industries beyond transport business,
which will improve the values of cities and
communities.

A transport network
connecting people, things and AI
A transport network is one of the use cases of
tailored
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3. Value Proposition - Value: 2 Simple and Fast
Simple and fast provisioning

government,

of various network accesses

markets.

NEC

has

supported

the

businesses

civil

engineering,

and

other

of

diversified communication infrastructures from
the

seafloor

to

outer

space.

NEC

fully

understands characteristics of every network
communication and has rich experience and
know-how

of

various

communication

technologies, including wired systems such as
submarine

system,

software-based

SDN

Network)

NFV

and

core

metro

network,

(Software

Defined

(Network

Functions

Complex multi-connectivity
according to usage situation

Virtualization), and wireless systems such as

One of the complex multi-connectivity use

mobile system, high-speed wireless transport

cases is Smart Factory. In a factory, LTE

system and LPWA (Low Power, Wide Area).

network can be used for sending large volume

In addition to network systems, we also have

data such as machine operation instruction

solutions for wireless design, network control

videos to the employee’s tablet. LPWA can be

optimization,

maintenance,

used for small-volume data of IoT sensors. In

quality management and security for MVNO

this way, suitable connectivity services for each

(Mobile Virtual Network Operator) and SI

device and usage can be easily selected and

services, which we have accumulated expertise

quickly started according to the factory’s needs.

operation

and

through achievements of provisioning and

NEC’s

comprehensive

support

from

operation in many countries. Moreover, NEC’s

consultation to deployment and operation will

acquisition of NetCracker, the leading vendor of

contribute to a customer’s cost-effective and

OSS/BSS (Operation Support System/Billing

smart

Support System) in 2008, enables us to build a
large-scale operation system for carriers.
NEC tailors multi-connectivity services of
various access technologies to customer’s needs,
with the advantages in network characteristics
knowledge

and

operation

addresses the needs for
connectivity
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retail,

experience.

It

simple and fast

manufacture,
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local

manufacturing

business.

3.

Value Proposition - Value: 3 The Right

Information for the Right People and Things
Enhancing information value
and promoting data distribution
Existing networks have provided value by
making pipes for large amount of data. In the
near future, IoT will be spread to various
industries and develop to commercial devices
nation–wide.

Thus

data

volume

will

be

enormous. Simply making a pipe will not be
enough to deliver the necessary information.
Therefore, the network common sense has to
be changed. To enhance information value, it
will be important to provide a connectivity
which

will

extract

and

deliver

only

the

necessary information among the huge amount
of data to only the necessary people and things.
NEC has accumulated experience and knowhow by supporting networks handling large
volume data. We also own technologies of
AI-based information extract and analysis, and

With those advantages, NEC provides a
connectivity which enhances the information
value and extracts necessary information from
huge amounts of data. It will promote data

government
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and

Data distribution related business is one of
the use cases. There have been demands for
new business development by exposing data
and services via API (Application Programing
Interface) in financial and marketing segments.
However, necessary information could not be
connected, and have remained static.
NEC Smart Connectivity connects massive
unconnected data based on authentication, ID
linkage, data, and API to extract meaningful
data. It connects data between enterprises and

security based on biometric authentication.

distribution

Data connected by ID and API linkage

local

markets.

local governments to create a safe and secure
community,

and

improves

the

purchasing

experience in EC sites and physical stores.

4. Function Suite for the Connectivity
Three-layered structure

with data/API linkage and authentication/ID

of NEC Smart Connectivity

linkage, and data operation and management

NEC Smart Connectivity consists of three
layers;

"Physical

Connectivity"

to

connect

everyone everywhere at any time, "Network
Connectivity" to connect in an effective and
optimized manner, and "Data Connectivity" to

"Physical Connectivity" is a layer which
provides means of communication by physical
via

right people and things to be connected with
the right information, which will enhance the
value of information.
In addition to the thee connectivity types,
NEC Smart Connectivity will offer menus of

enhance the value of information.

connection

by using a data catalog. These will enable the

wired/wireless

network,

security services for physical and cyber spaces,
and service supports such as consulting and
development support.

public/private network, etc. The technology
elements of the layer, such as 5G/LTE, LPWA,
Wi-Fi, fixed network, private network, etc., will
realize multi-accesses and multi-carriers to
connect everyone everywhere at any time.
"Network Connectivity" is a layer to provide
Physical Connectivity in a more effective and
optimized manner. Fast, flexible and safe
connectivity will be realized with technologies of
communication optimization such as traffic
control and device control, network resource
utilization

such

as

edge

processing,

NEC Smart Connectivity Overview

and

network sensing with geolocation.

Judiciously connected data
and flow controls
"Data

Connectivity"

is

a

layer

which

judiciously connects data on the basis of
Physical Connectivity and Network Connectivity,
and controls data flows. It provides data value
enrichment by data analysis, data distribution
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Function suite of NEC Smart Connectivity

5. Use Cases -Physical Connectivity and Network
Connectivitynetwork.

Total support
from network planning to operation
NEC Smart Connectivity provides a tailored
network for each customer which is based on
the know-how that NEC has accumulated in the
carrier communication business. NEC Smart
Connectivity provides, as its feature, consistent
support from planning (network consulting)
through verification (support service for proving
tests) to operation (operation support and

of

the

use

cases

of

Physical

Connectivity/Network Connectivity is on-site
wireless network provisioning. As seen in Smart
Factory, it is required to build an optimized
wireless

communication

manufacturers

depending on each on-site environment. A
suitable communication system will be selected,
and antennas for the selected system will be
adjusted, considering customer needs and
on-site environment.
In the operation phase, optimized support is
provided, such as, status visualization using a
network monitoring tool, root cause analysis at
failure, and location and angle adjustment of

monitoring service).
One

The designing and provisioning is made

environment

according

transformation

and

IoT

manufacturing

process.

to

adoption
A

wireless

for

digital
in

the

access

technology is selectable from the options of
Wi-Fi, LTE, and LPWA where 5G will be added in

the antenna according to in-factory equipment
and environment changes.
Physical

Connectivity

and

services for designing and provisioning will
provide an effective and optimized on-site
wireless network which meets the customer’s
usage

requirements

and

environment.

Furthermore, in case of radio interruption or
performance degradation, such network can be
recovered in short time, realizing a safe, secure
and stable on-site wireless network.

future.

On-site wireless optimization
based on usage and environment
Physical Connectivity/Network Connectivity
designs and provisions an optimized on-site
wireless network by combining suitable access
technologies

based

on

purpose,

usage,

environment and each service type of the
On-site wireless network
10
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5. Use Cases -Physical Connectivity and Network
ConnectivityReal-time on-site monitoring

realized by Physical Connectivity will enable

with local 5G

real-time data collection and usage of in-facility

Recently

there

is

an

increasing

risk

of

accidents due to aging and failure of factory

data that is highly sensitive, allowing facility
monitoring that has never been realized before.

equipment and infrastructure facilities such as
the railway. Demands for equipment monitoring

Failure prediction of

are growing.

equipment and facilities by AI

Up till today, such equipment has been

Network Connectivity provides a mechanism

updated based on average life duration and past

to

send

IoT

sensing

experience, causing a high cost and increased

equipment to the monitoring center via 5G. This

risk of failure. This cost and risk can be

sensing data is used to remotely monitor the

dramatically decreased by using IoT which will

equipment and find abnormalities. In the future,

allow monitoring equipment data in real time,

AI will be able to analyze the data to predict

and AI which will predict a failure from the data.

equipment and facility failures or accidents.

In this regard, however, existing Wi-Fi and

Repair or exchange of equipment and facilities

public LTE networks are not sufficient for areas

beforehand can prevent needless failure and

such as in a manufacturing facility which

accidents.

requires real-time response and security, and
are difficult to assure data communication
qualities due to limited rate of speed and radio
frequency interference. "Local 5G" which builds
a private 5G network is now expected for
real-time and low-latency communication in
video data transmission and data center related
communication. It covers communication only
within

the

highly-secured

facility,

therefore

assures

and

no-interference

radio

access.
To

deploy

Connectivity

local
will

5G

network,

provide

Physical
designing,

provisioning and operation services. Local 5G
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Facility monitoring

data

of

in-factory

5. Use Cases -Data ConnectivityStimulate data distribution

ID linkage

by authentication and ID linkage

between physical and virtual spaces

Data Connectivity can stimulate data usage.

ID linkage will not only improve user's

It creates a new value in a crossed market by

convenience but also can connect data and

not only circulating huge amount of data but

services provided by enterprises to advance

also matching the right data with the right user.

customer

experience.

For

becoming

a

user

ID

linkage

to

innovate

user

ID

data

general

example,
behavior

it

is

that

distribution is one of the Data Connectivity use

consumers check a product in a physical store

cases. Spread of the Internet society has

but actually purchase it on an EC site, or on the

constantly generated useful and attractive

other hand, search a product on the EC site and

services. As a result, users must register an ID

purchase it in a physical store. If enterprises

for each service, and their ID and password are

can recognize the same consumer between the

required every time they use a service. There

physical and virtual stores, they will be able to

have been demands to improve such customer

confirm whether the viewed product in virtual

service experiences.

store was bought in the physical store. This

Authentication and ID linkage are expected to

could change the marketing approach.

become a solution. Users will be able to

Data connectivity will allow the linkage of

seamlessly use various services, and on the

services and data by ID linkage between

other hand, enterprises can enhance customer

different services and authentication with face

experiences to increase business opportunities

recognition. In this manner, enterprises will be

by linking and combining IDs of services.

able to offer an environment for users to
seamlessly use various services, and increase
the customer retention rate.

CEM (Customer Experience Management)
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5. Use Cases -Data ConnectivityImprove administrative services

Accelerate IoT data distribution

with open API

by cataloging data

The purpose of opening services is to connect

Data Connectivity accelerates the opening of

systems in various business sectors via API,

IoT data and helps to create a new business.

contribute to new business creation across

Once SmartCity efforts are advanced, huge

industries, and revitalize communities.

amount of IoT data will be stored in an

Ahead of other industries, the financial

enterprise. Up till today, although a third party

industry adopts open APIs. NEC has provided

wanted to use the IoT data, they would have to

platforms which embed authentication and

despair the thought

security functions required for supporting open

difference and unknown data contents.

due to data format

API to connect the internal system of a financial

Opening IoT data will be the solution.

institution with other financial institutions,

Cataloging data contents based on tagged data

FinTech

various

will be a platform for data distribution, which

industries for such as retail and transportation.

will make it easy to obtain data, and to consider

An “open service” is to spread the idea of an

whether the data will be helpful for the

companies,

and

other

open API and its mechanism to other domains.

businesses by comparing the data correlation.

For example, from the perspective of protecting

Furthermore, by circulating different IoT data

citizens' personal data, it is considered difficult

within each division company-wide, or by

for enterprises to manage local government

selling them to another company, such second

services, for example, issuing a residence

usage can create a new business value.

certificate.

However, if such closed services

can be safely utilized from an external system,
it will encourage enterprise entry and may lead
to new business creation.

Open IoT data

Open services
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5.

Use Cases -Physical Connectivity, Network

Connectivity and Data ConnectivitySmartCity realized
by utilizing a wide variety of data
SmartCity provisioning is one of the use cases
of Physical Connectivity, Network Connectivity,
and Data Connectivity.
NEC is taking an approach to cataloging data
by collecting and analyzing various data in cities
via networks of IoT and 5G so that it can be
easily used. Up till today, each company could

For example, by utilizing data beyond the
borders of a local government and a private
transport provider, analysis of the passengers'
flow lines at a terminal station can reduce traffic
congestion, and contribute to the citizens by
improving their convenience and creating a safe
and secure Smart City.

only use data owned by their company. To
acquire new data from outside the company,
great effort was necessary to select a data
source and analyze the contents. However, with
NEC Smart Connectivity, data correlation via
API and data cataloging can be realized. It will
enable to match necessary data among the
enormous amount of data.

Smart City provisioning
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6. Co-creation Initiatives
New social value

Experience NEC Smart Connectivity
Another initiative is "NEC Smart Connectivity

through co-creation initiatives
with

Lab" which is planned to be established in 2019

customers, NEC takes initiatives designed to

summer. This lab is a co-creation space

realize a goal society of NEC Smart Connectivity.

organized to experience "Smart Connectivity",

One of the initiatives is the community "5G

to create a connectivity that is tailored for each

By

jointly

creating

new

businesses

Co-Creation Working" which targets co-creation
of a new social value. It promotes co-relation
among user companies, vendors, and suppliers

customer's service, and to readily test them.
The features will include:
1. Realize NEC Smart Connectivity services

by initiating working groups in three fields of

Experience a network connecting cyberspace

transport, civil engineering and retail to jointly

and physical space that is required in the digital

explore

transformation age.

and

formulate

technologies

and

solutions based on issues and needs towards
future

businesses

using

NEC

Smart

The community activities* started in 2018
and

Co-create a new service idea by adding the
value of network to the customer's business

Connectivity.

autumn

2. Create a new business idea

seeks

further

cooperative

companies.

field.
3. Prototype solutions
Activate a new service prototype and verify in
person

*Example: 5G Co-Creation Working conferences
https://jpn.nec.com/tcs/5gccw/index.html

whether

expected

effects

© NEC Corporation 2019

be

achieved.
We strongly recommend you to experience
the vision of NEC Smart Connectivity.
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7. Brand Message
The goal to "Changing Network Common Sense"
"NEC Smart Connectivity" was launched to aim at "changing network common sense." This brand
message was designed with passion to meet our goal.

* Wi-Fi is a registered trademark of Wi-Fi Alliance.
* LTE is a registered trademark of European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI).
* Other denoted company name and product name may be trademarks or registered trademarks of their
respective owners.
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